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implements 
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Cassie G aeto
M U S T A N i. D A ILY
The University Police I )epartment will operate its first ever DUI checkpoint on campus this Friday from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. Statistics from the San Luis Obispo County law enforcement mark Memorial Day weekend as a holi­day in which there are typically an increased amount of DUI related accidents and arrests.The checkpoint is being coordi­nated as part of the “Avoid the 14” campaign, which is comprised of 14 different San Luis Obispo law enforcement agencies that are committed to stopping drinking and driving m the area.“We volunteered because FBI statistics show that DUI check­points are the number one deter­rent o f drinking and driving,” University Police Sgt. Carol Montgomery said. “The check­points are set up not to catch peo­ple but to deter people from dri­ving in the first place.”The University Police Department has a long history of participating with “Avoid the 14” events and has pledged to do its part at Cal Poly to spread the mes­sage about drinking and driving.The checkpoint is financed through a grant from the Office of Traffic Safety, that designates the days in which DUI checkpoints
see Checkpoint, page 3
PATRICK TRAUTFIELD MUSlANc; daily
David Hennessees Fjiglish class meets Monday through Thursday to discuss LGBT literature and media.Out in the literacy woild
4 4 .oetry is the one place 'where people can speak their original human mind. It is the outlet for people to say in public what is known in private,” poet Allen Ginsberg once said.The same can be said of analyzing poetry and lit­erature more broadly. This is certainly the case for ENCiL 382, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Literature and Media, a class in which literature is used as the conduit for speaking and analyzing sexu­ality (that which “is known in private”) in a public forum.And on this sunny and unbearably hot afternoon, the main topics of discussion are two poems by Ginsberg, a beat “poet and dreamer in the 1950s, in
Janelle EastridgeMUSTANG DAILY a society that didn’t roally allow that,” to use English professor David Hennessee’s description. Ginsberg — like many of the authors discussed in this class — was a man who sought to break free fiom the mold of conformity, and used literature, among other things to do just that.The class is e.xploring themes of sexuality, as they pertain to the LGBT community, through literature and other media representations in Britain and America during the late 19th century to the present.Some of the topics covered throughout the course, which is in its first quarter experimental phase, include: internalized homophobia: the “com-
see Class, page 2
Film shows
corporations
underbellies
Isaiah Narciso
M U STAN G  D A IIY
C3al Foly clubs Raise the Respect and Progressive Student Alliance will show a film about the corporate world at Philips Hall today at 6 p.m.Entitled “The Corporation,” the film focuses on how corpora- tions have become a d o m i n a n t  force around the world in terms of eco­nomics, poli­tics and social life.Mechanical
•4»
en g in ee rin g  i:ouRTFSY p h o t ojunior AndrewScott, of the Progressive Student Alliance, explained how the corpora­tions got to where they are today.“CT)rporations are a huge part of everybody’s life, whether they know it or not,” Scott said. “A lot of people don’t know what they’re paying for when they buy something from the corporations.”Scott noted how modern life was shaped by the existence of corpora­tions. He said that the film portrays the influence of corporations in a largely negative way.“All of our lives are based on cor­porations that have people working for them,” Scott said. “Almost every­thing we do is affected by corpora­tions.”Microbiology junior Jacqueline Chan thought that students, as part of the consumer market, should care
see Corporation, page 2
Inteinet2: Where it stands @  Cal Voiy
Ryan Chartrand
M U S TA N G  D A ILY
They were words of hope.“Our connection to Internet2 is crit­ical to carrying out our educational mis­sion,” said Cal Poly President Warren Baker in 2002.As the years passed by, however, the hope began fading away.For the past five years. Cal Poly has been connected to Internet2, a nation­wide networking consortium that con­nects over 200 universities at speeds 100 times faster than the commercial Internet. Finding any trace of its use, however, can be difficult.In fact, many of those who do use it
l'estel
Check oirt the oftginal video that Cal Roly used 
to prorTY)te Intemet2 at muBtangElBlyLconi
don’t even know that they are.It may come as a surprise that the department using Internet2 the most at Cal Poly isn’t even in the College of Engineering.The animal science department is tak­ing advantage of the network through videoconferencing — which when streamed over lnternet2, is smoother than ever before, and most importandy, free for faculty to use.Animal science professor Jon Beckett
had no idea that every week he uses Internet2 when he videoconferences with Swanton Pacific Ranch, a Cal Poly- owned educational ranch in Davenport.“It leads to a lot better conversation ... if I have a map and we need to see where something is going to happen, everyone can see it at the same time,” Beckett said.Beckett also gave a lecture to the University of Missouri over Internet2 in April and has had a few guest lecturers broadcast to Cal Poly from schools in Colorado, Wisconsin, Missouri and oth­ers since 1999.Animal science professor Steve Daugherty also participated in an ani-
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Media Distribution Services has two videooonfierendng rooms, which see Intemet2, page 5 videuooniercnoes per month in the past ytm .
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Class
continued from  page 1 
ing out” pnxess; the effects of AIDS on individuals and communities; and the current hot topic of same-sex marriage and child rearing.“When you’re talking about human sexuality, you can approach it in a (variety of ways). This class comes at it from the standpoint of literature,” Hennessee said.“ ... In the late 19th century, homosexual identity was seen as a perversion. And then people began to challenge this notion and have con­tinued to challenge it.That’s the broad story that I wanted to tell.”And tell that story he has — to people of all sexual orientations. Here’s a glimpse into the minds of two students on the opposite ends of the spectrum, so to speak:
The LGBT perspectiveKebecca Bettencourt, a software engineering sophomore, first heard about the class through Spectrum, the Bride Alliance and friends. For her, a male-to-female transgendered lesbian (someone who received a “double dose of queer,” as Bettencourt joking­ly put it), the material is one of per­sonal interest.“There’s a lot of reading, but at 'east this reading is about something interesting to me. And I like these books,” she said.Creating a class like this — one where a minority group on campus is the majority in a class — means that many of the students already know each other and the material well, at least from a contemporary or person- .i! perspective.“Basically, when you offer a cla.ss like this, all the queer people are going to fly toward it. So there are a lot of us in the class, and a lot of us are already friends. It makes it easier because we already know how to communicate with each other,” Bettencourt said.The class dynamics work well: Many of the students are already friends and savvy with current LCíBT topics, and the straight people are open and accepnng, she said.“They’re allies, otherwise they wouldn’t be taking this class. They’re friends, classmates, it works ver^’ well,” Bettencourt said.Though Bettencourt has ques­tioned, explored and researched sexu­ality, she said that this class has given her a new appreciation for the histor- ic.al aspect of the LGBT movement. For instance, “homosexual” and “het­erosexual” are fairiy recent designa­tions, dating back only 150 years or
N ot g o in g  to  b e  o n  c a m p u stomorrow?
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so, she said.“The division between straight and gay is new, too. Before that, sexuality was divided into true love and false love. 1 love learning about all these authors who had these ideas, these concepts, these questioning processes before the general population thought of anything like this,” she said.So far, Bettencourt has especially enjoyed Rita Mae Brown’s “Rubyfruit Jungle” and Virginia Woolf’s “Orlando,” the latter for its “questioning of gender stereotypes at the time.”“(I like these books) because I can relate to the characters on a personal level. ! just like reading these books because I can relate to them,” she said. “Usually, 1 don’t read a lot, but these books I’ll read.”ENGL 382 is a class she hopes will not end in its experimental stage, but will continue to give people the opportunity to explore these issues through literary means.“1 definitely hope that it will con­tinue because very few people realize that same-gender relationships and gender identities that don’t match up have existed since the beginning of tune. And LGBTs have been ignored for a long time in media and litera­ture,” she said.
The straight perspectiveOn the other end of the spectrum IS Daniel Landsman, an economics sophomore who signed up for the class for one reason only; because it fulfilled the general education upper- division C4 requirement. At the time, he had no idea what the acronym LGBT stood for.After his first day in class, though, Land.sman left “shocked,” and even contemplated dropping the class, especially after seeking counsel fixiin friends urging him to do so. But Landsman stuck with the cla.ss, opting instead to challenge himself.“I have been exposed to new liter­ature that has challenged me mentally and made me more aware of the LGBT community,” Landsman said.“I have also become more aware of cer­tain paradigms that the straight com­munity has of the LGBT community and certain paradigms within the LGBT community that I didn’t even know existed.”He has come to see that many of the stereotypes surrounding the LGBT community are false, but that some of them (from which these stereotypes are derived, no doubt) are true. Landsman said.Since beginning the course. Landsman has been working through some of his own issues with these
I: >
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subjects. When he was younger. Landsman described himself as homophobic and ignorant of “alter­native” lifestyles.“(As I grew older) and began to meet more gay people, it made me realize that it is normal and a part of life,” he said. “This class has made it apparent that 1 can react to different situations and deal with the situations brought to the table.”But unlike Bettencourt, the text does not hold a special significance for him — though that doesn’t mean he can’t learn anything from it.“Reading it from my perspective, fiom a straight perspective, it’s hard for me to understand where (the gay people in my class) are coming from, because I read it differently. Sometimes an allusion will mean something to them, but I’ll just gloss over it,” he said.The subject matter may make relating to the text on a personal level more difficult for him, but Landsman said he has learned what to look for so that he can have a better understand­ing of these subtle nuances.Though he entered the class with only one expectation (to pass). Landsman said he will leave with “a better appreciation for what gay peo­ple had and continue to go through. 1 support their effort and will strive to make the world more accepting of gays and homosexuals.”Already, he has begun to do his part in making a difference; On April 26, Landsman wore a sticker declaring,“! speak for those who have been silent” in honor of the Bride Alliance-sup- ported I3ay of Silence.
The broader schemeHennessee said that he has been impressed with the cla.ss as a whole so far.“The students are very interested in the subject matter. Because there are so many LGBT students in the class, there’s a level of sophistication that’s not usually there in a GE class,” he said.According to Hennessee, the het- erosexu.ll students in the class are in general not as outspoken as the LGBT students in the class, though that’s not to say they have not con­tributed greatly to the class discus­sions.“And it’s nice for me because I don’t feel like I hav’e to censor or edit what I have to say,” Hennessee said.Already past the quarter’s halfway mark. Hennessee and the students will continue their trek thmugh literary history, analyzing Ginsberg and other non-conformist authors in the process.
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Corporation
continueafrom page I  
what corporations are doing in order to get their products on the shelf One such example is the Michigan-based Dow Chemical Co.“Their chemicals contain a lot of chlorine, and if you burn or bury it, (chlorine) is still toxic,” Chan said. “We’re the ones who buy all these products, so it’s important for us to know the real price of each thing.”She also said that Coca-Cola has engaged in shady business tactics in Colombia, such as hiring assassins to kill union leaders in that country as well as “having an impact on little villages” and others in less developed countries.“A lot of these actions of the big corporations that nobody really questions are affecting these people in our own land as well as overseas,” Chan said.Both Scott and C'han believed that the film had educational value by focusing on how corporations largely get away with exploiting workers along with rt*sources and have almost no accountability.“it’s happening all over the world, but a lot of U.S. and European cor­porations are involved,” Chan said. “They’ve expanded, and they’ve started to globalize.”Chan noted that globalization by these entities has led to exploitation of the work force in developing countries as well as violations of human rights.The filmmakers have interviewed
40 people, including CEOs and top- level executives fiom different types of industries. A Nobel Brize-win­ning economist, a management guru and even a corporate spy spoke their opinions in this film.Chan also said that corporations could have a different agenda behind their operations.“One corporation turned their farming tools into a military-type bulldozer, and that’s considered a human rights violation,” Chan said. “There’s no discrepancy as to who it runs over so a lot of civilians have been killed by that weapon.”Based on that information, C'han believed that the film would show students what it feels like to be a corporation as well as learn about the history of this business model. She also wanted them to make wise decisions in the checkout line.As a result, both clubs will also give out a free handbook during the event that explains the film’s argu­ments.“We call it the consumer’s guide to ethical shopping,” Chan said. “If any student is shopping and they want to make an informative choice about something, then they can use the handbook for reference.”Chan believed that corporations work best in a capitalist economy. However, she wanted people to be aware of what corporations do for the purposes of accountability.“It’s really important to stay informed about these things that we are buying,” Chan said. “As con­sumers, if we were to take action, they would have to listen to us.”
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continued from  page 1 
can operate. The University Police Department did not have control over what day was chosen to estab­lish its checkpoint. On days or weekends of heightened risk, the county chooses one of any of the law enforcement agencies to mon­itor a checkpoint.“For us, a successful checkpoint would be one in which a large amount of cars were checked but there were a low amount of arrests,” Montgomery said. “This is not just targeting students, but it is to deter people in the community as well from drinking and driving because sometimes people cut through campus late at night.”The exact location of the on- campus checkpoint will not be released by University Police Department until 5 p.m. Friday.“The smartest spot to put the checkpoint would be near the dor­mitories or one of the parking lots,” animal science senior Kassondra Mason said. “Still, it is
difficult to tell if it would be effec­tive, a few miles outside campus may get more people.”In a typical weekend university police make between one and four DUl arrests patrolling both on and off campus.“ 1 don’t think many people drink and drive on campus on a Friday night,” electrical engineer­ing junior Ed Guo said. “ It would be better to put it somewhere like Mustang Village.”“ If they catch at least a few peo­ple drinking and driving, then it’s worth it, but there are probably better places than on campus,” business sophomore Stacy Anderson said.During the Mardi Gras holiday weekend crackdown in recent years, the sobriety checks were all on the outskirts of campus and operated by the California Highway Patrol.“We just want to send a message out there,” Montgomery said. “Whether people are staying home or traveling outside the county, please remember not to drink and drive.”
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Briefs
State
BERKELEY (AP) — TheCity Council fired all 22 employ­ees of Berkeley’s housing agency after a series of missteps including the payments of federal rent sub­sidies to landlords for more than a dozen dead tenants.Thirteen of the Berkeley Housing Authority employees, protected by union contracts, will be invited to reapply for their jobs, Cisco DeVries, chief of staff to Berkeley Mayor Tom Bates, said Wednesday. The other nine were temporary employees andwere terminated outright, he said. • • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) —Firefighters worked to rescue a man buried up to his shoulders at a construction site Wednesday.The person was one of two initially reported trapped in a trench believed to be up to 15 feet deep, said Fire Department spokesman Brian Humphrey.One person was freed within five minutes after firefighters arrived, Humphrey said.The second person remained stuck, with only one arm free. An overhead view fix)m a KCAL-TV helicopter showed the person wearing an oxygen mask and pounding on the dirt with a free arm as rescuers worked around the site.
National International
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) — VIENNA, Austria (AP) —Declaring fires set at a police The U.N. nuclear monitorstation, an SUV dealer and a reported notable advances intree farm acts of terrorism, a Iran’s uranium enrichment pro-federal judge Wednesday sen- gram Wednesday while warningtenced the first of lO members for the first time that its knowl-of a radical environmental edge of the country’s nucleargroup to 13 years in prison. activities was shrinking.U.S. District Judge Ann The International AtomicAiken commended Stanislas Energy Agency’s findings, whileMeyerhoff for having the not surprising, set the stage forcourage to “do the right thing” possible new U.N. sanctions —by informing on his fellow the third set of penalties sincearsonists but declared that his December.efforts to save the earth were The report by IAEA chiefmisguided and cowardly. Mohamed ElBaradei expressed• • • the agency’s concern about itsNEW YORK (AP) — “deteriorating” understandingHillary Rodham Clinton’s of unexplored aspects of Iran’sdeputy campaign manager nuclear program.wrote a memo this week urging • • •the Democratic front-runner to NEW DELHI (AP) — Abypass next year’s Iowa caucuses wall collapsed Wednesday at ato focus time and money on bar in southern India afterNew Hampshire, South being lashed by heavy rains, andCarolina and several large states at least 27 people were killed, ahosting primaries next Feb. 5. news agency reported.The memo from deputy The rains had apparentlycampaign manager Mike Henry weakened the 22-foot wall atemerged days after a Des the drinking establishment inMoines Sunday Register poll of the town of Angeripalayam, inlikely caucus goers showed the southern state of TamilClinton trailing rivals John Nadu, the Press Trust of IndiaEdwards and Barack Obama in reported, citing police.Iowa, which is to hold the first The report said 27 bodiesvoting contests Jan. 14, 2008. had been recovered.
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Ohio State U . program works to turn rape victims’ into survivors’
Mary Dannemiller
rH I .  lA N T F .K N  (O H IO  STATE U .)
C:OLUMBUS, Ohio - It is 3 a.m. ami you arc* waiting in a cold emer­gency room alone — the victim of a sexual assault.But after the evidence has been collected and the exam is complete, you become a survivor — no longer a victim.“In the field, advocates and edu­cators use ‘victim’ when someone has just been assaulted,” said Nancy KadclilTe, campus advocate for the Sexual Violence Education and Support program olTered by the Student Wellness Center. “We switch us ‘survivor’ to acknowledge the
steps that people take to move beyond that experience.”KadclifFe is just one tsf many campus advocates who provide stu­dents with long-term help.“My position allows me to work with people as time unfolds and issues crop up, as they may have questions about the police or if it goes to court,” RadclitTe said.According to “Recovering From Rape,” a book by Sexual Assault Resource C\*nter founder Linda Ledray, survivors may experience denial, anxiety, guilt and even promiscuity.“Some survivors do experience Rape Trauma Syndrome or Post- Dramatic Stress Syndrome, but
everyone deals with things difterent- ly,” Radclirt'e said.According to the University Police’s annual crime report, 29 forcible sex offenses were reported in the campus area in 200.S and just a few weeks ago, an Ohio State stu­dent was abducted and raped near 11th Avenue and High Street.“In reference to the statistical report, 29 reported offenses in 2005 were an increase over the two previ­ous years: 2003 (12) and 2004 (IS),” said University Police chief Paul 1 )enton.Though the number of reported assaults rose, Denton said the sample may not be completely representa­tive of the population.
“I will say that from a police per­spective, we encourage reporting of all sexual assaults,” he said. “Victims may be reluctant to contact police for many reasons that are deeply personal. It takes trust to come for­ward in these cases so in that regard you need to look at who and what the numbers represent.”Women are the most common victims of sexual assault, but men are also attacked and make up 5 to 10 percent of all assault victims.One study of college students found that 16 percent of male respondents had been forced to have sex at some point in their adult lives, according to the book­let. It also listed homophobia.
humiliation, panic attacks and anger as some of the psychological effects male survivors struggle with.“When men are attacked, a whole different set of issues is brought up,” Radcliffe said. “Men are supposed to be able to fight off attackers and might question their sexuality after an attack.”Survivors also often have to cope with what Ledray’s book called “homicidal feelings” toward an attacker or rapist, and the author urged survivors not to suppress those feelings.“Try throwing darts at a picture or go to a firing range and use a photo as the target,” the book stated.
Popular A D H D  medication carries risks, drawbacks for illegal users
Christina Kahlig
THE U N IV E R S IT  Y  STAR  (T E X A S  STATE U . -  SAN 
M A R C O S )
SAN MARCC'iS, Texas — From caffeine to the numerous energy’ drinks available, college students have options when staying awake to cram for finals. However, the latest craze, Adderall, might be more harmful than helpful.
“Adderall is a prescription med­ication that is not made for common use,” said Mike Wilkerson, health education coordinator for the Texas State University-San Marcos Student Health Center.“It’s an addictive sub­stance and that in itself is dangerous.” Adderall is the most prescribed medication for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. It restores the
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balance of chemicals in the brain to allow people to concentrate.Some students who have a pre­scription to the drug sell it to others who are wanting to stay awake all night.“You’re better off getting some sleep than pulling an all-nighter,” Wilkerson said. “People who take Adderall illegally will feel like they’re focused, but their retention is lower. It’s absolutely not a good idea to take it if it is not prescribed.”Howard Williams, San Marcos police chief, stressed not only the dangers of Adderall but also the legal consequences.“Adderall is one of the most abused prescription drugs among college kids,” Williams said. “If you are in possession of or taking a pre­scription drug that was not pre­scribed to you, you can go to jail.”Williams, like Wilkerson, said the
drug keeps people awake by disturb­ing their sleep pattern, but it does not improve one’s memory capabili-
ty- “It’s not an aid to studying,” Williams said. “If you are thinking about taking it, don’t.” Sarah Porter, pre-radiation therapy freshman, said she took Adderall once after getting it fmm a friend who has a minor form of attention deficit hyperactivi­ty disorder.“After I took it, I slept for about an hour and then stayed awake from (S p.m.) to (2 p.m.) the next after­noon,” Porter said.“ It made me real­ly alert and I felt like I could con­centrate a lot better.”She said once the Adderall wears off, it all hits at once.“Once it hits, you crash and burn,” Porter said. “It helped for the night, but I would definitely not make a habit of it.”
Data suggests students pulling all- nighters do worse on exams than those who received an adequate amount of rest.“Sit down and study, but stop and try to get a few hours of sleep, or as much as you can,” Wilkerson said. “Then get up the next morning and review what you studied.”Web sites such as www.steven- bao.com have lists of study tips and ways to concentrate when cramming for finals. These tips range from keeping the room a person is study­ing in cold and taking cool showers every few hours to turning off the computer and even studying in one's underwear.“Students need to realize they are going to have lower cognitive func­tion if they stay up all night,” Wilkerson said. “If you’re wired and can’t sleep, it’ll negatively affect your performance on your exam.”
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Internet2
continued from  page I
inal science lecture that was broadcasted by Cal Poly Pomona to Cal Poly San Luis (')bispo, Fresno State University and UC Davis over lnternet2.The system isn’t perfect, however.Daugherty found that the videoconference actually inhibited interaction for his students who were watching.“Even though the students could talk with the lecturer, they felt intimidated in stopping the process to ask a question with other cam­puses watching,” Daugherty said.both Beckett and Daugherty agree that videoconferencing is not as effective as having a lecturer in the room.“But it’s better than not having it at all and I certainly prefer having it,” Daugherty said.Animal science professor Matthew Burd teaches an equine biomechanics class to Cal Poly Pomona, Fresno State and UC Davis through videoconferences as well.In the past year. Media Distribution Services has held about eight videoconfer­ences per month, said Eric Boege, who sets up videoconferences for MDS.MDS also sets up distance learning video- conferences and has had about four to six per quarter in the past year.St. Jude Medical Center research centers, for example, have been taking bioengineering classes at Cal Poly through videoconferences.“It’s just another great tool to facilitate col­laboration,” said Pete Woodworth, who also sets up videoconferences for MDS.Not all attempts to use Internet2 at Cal Poly have been successful, however.In 2(K)5, Cal Poly tried to set up an Internet2 videoconference with students studying abroad in the London Studies pro­gram. They couldn’t get a commitment from University College London to provide the necessary infrastructure, however, and it would have cost over $1,400 for one hour.
Other professors want to use it, but run into obstacles along the way.Biological sciences professor Mark Moline led a team that made an underwater, remote­ly operated vehicle for the Cal Poly Pier in Avila Beach.“The ROV is linked up to the Internet and its video feed streams live over the Web,” Moline said.“We can control the vehicle itself online with a joystick or a keypad.”The only problem is that Moline is forced to stream over the commercial Internet, as there is no way currently to get a connection from Avila Beach to the lnternet2 pipeline along US. Highway 101.“It’s pretty sluggish when trying to move the RCW and it can be a lot harder to do without Internet2,” Moline said.English professor David Ciillette is also try­ing to use Internet2 with one of his projects.Through collaboration with Australian new media artist Keith Armstrong, Gillette hopes to use Internet2 to download images and video files in real-time into Armstrong’s inter­active artwork, “Intimate Transactions.”Aside from videoconferences. Cal Poly has­n’t made huge strides with Internet2. But why not? The answer isn’t simple.The biggest issue is simply that no one knows about it. In a poll conducted by the Mustang Daily, six professors out of 40 had heard of Internet2. Also, 19 professors out of 40 said they are aware of videoconferencing at Cal Poly.The poll then begs the question: How can so many professors know about videoconfer­encing, yet so few use it?“It’s a hassle to try and get it set up and in the past it’s been extremely expensive,” Beckett said.Boege said the process has become smoother, but many professors don’t know that when conducted over Internet2, for example, videoconferences are free.Scheduling can be a problem, however, because the two distance-learning rooms run
by MDS can only hold about 20 people, and the demand is for a facility that can hold about 35 people.“The problem is we need a full classroom and as the connection gets stronger, we’ll be able to take cameras into classrooms,” Boege said.MDS has a videoconferencing promotion­al video on its Web site and hasn’t given up hope on getting more faculty members involved.“ It’s definitely underutilized, but we just keep trying and trying,” Boege said.As for the lack of Internet2 use in the arts at C"al Poly, music department chair William Spiller said he would be willing to host guest lecturers for lessons or performances.“ I’m open to any use of technology that can be advantageous,” Spiller said. “Something like video master classes or guest lessons could be a wonderful opportunity to get experience with a great artist who’s not going to be in town.”u s e  assistant music professor Brian Shepard, who sets up videoconference master classes with renowned artists at USC, said the reason why so few schools use Internet2, especially in music schools, comes down to faculty time and vision.“It’s a lot of work,” Shepard said in an e- mail interview. “It takes someone who has both the time and the vision to see through to the big picture and deal with all the hurdles of getting funding, equipment, bandwidth and technical support, not to mention developing a completely new pedagogical approach.”“We can’t do big things like USC because we don’t have long-term staff,” Gillette said. “Everybody also does about 10 different things at Cal Poly.”Gillette said another reason could be because of the older, more conservative facul­ty on campus.“Cal Poly hasn’t been doing it because we have people who have been doing what they do for a while and don’t want to change it
and are cautious,” Ciillette said.As completion nears for the first building in the Cialifornia Cientral Cioast Research Partnership technology park, which intends to increase collaboration between Cial Poly and industry, increased Internet2 usage is like-
•y- Cial Poly might see more of Internet2 in the future as Gillette thinks it isn’t just a mat­ter of faculty wanting lnteriiet2, but students wanting it as well.“The universities can try to drive it, but unless the students really get on board with it, it doesn’t really go anywhere,” Ciillette said.With an approval of the new liberal arts and engineering studies program, Gillette said the collaborative part of the program could see more use of technologies like Internet2.“Through collaboration and using preex­isting systems, we can make huge leaps,” he said.Cal Poly’s lnternet2 University Champion and computer science professor Franz Kurfess said videoconferences are an excellent start for any professor looking to get more involved.“I believe integrating guest lecturers via video conferencing or having access to exter­nal resources via the network can augment the classroom experience significantly,” Kurfess said.Five years after Cal Poly joined the Internet2 consortium, Kurfess said the uni­versity has seen a “moderate” response. Looking into the next five years, he hopes to see more.“What I would really like to see is more awareness,” Kurfess said. “I would like to see people who actually want lnternet2 and not just being content with whatever bandwidth and equipment and capabilities that they have here at Cal Poly.”Thus, the new words of hope have been spoken.
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Bogart, Bacall still leave screen sm oking
Daniel Seguin
M U S T A N C  D A IIY
“The type ot in.ui she hated ... was exactly the type she wanted.”This is the genius tagline from the 1946 film noir classic “The Big Sleep,” starring Hiiinphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall.The film’s opening scene, along with credits, begins with two sil­houettes, those of Bhilip Marlowe (Bogart) and Vivian Rutledge (Bacall), lighting up cigarettes and smoking, as they stand in a near embrace.Private Investigator Philip Marlmve arrives at the Sternwotid mansion, at the request of ailing (¡en. Sternwood, to assist with a blackmail scheme on his youngest daughter, (¡armen, among other items on the general's agenda.It IS a film about death, and this IS one flick overflowing with it, although ^ome of the murders are never actually seen. This is exactly the case with the murders of Sean Kegan, A.(¡. (¡eiger and Owen Taylor.A senes of tour other murders occur as the film progresses, leading Marlowe (very) sUmly but surely, on a roller coaster ride ot suspense and intrigue, to the answers.Although the film is punctuated throughout with slight reveals that
expose an illicit underworld of blackmail, pornography, gambling and murder, “Sleep” is a never- quite-found-out whodunit whose initial killer isn’t revealed until nearly the end.One of the highlights of this film is the constant back-and-forth, stimetimes comedic, stmietimes sexual innuendo-filled dialogue that occurs between Marlowe and Vivian. It keeps the picture alive in places that otherwise would seem a bit cumbersome.T he scene where thev meet in
the restaurant and engage in a lively discussion on “horse rac­ing” is racy, saucy and sexy. The same goes for the scene in wTiich Vivian comes to Marlowe’s otTice with the blackmail picture. The witty banter, that ensues as they trade quips on the phone with the police sergeant, produces golden magic up on the silver screen.“Sleep” alst) features some memorable characters that bring the picture to life, (¡armen Sternwood (played by Martha Vickers) is the pouty, spoiled younger sister of Vivian. Vickers plays (¡armen to a tee, as she flirts with Marlowe from the beginning, trying to get what she wants from him — and any other man that walks through her life.F.ddie Mars (played by John Ridgely) is the casino owning, black-tie wearing thug that hires others to handle the rougher end t)f business. Mars always likes to be seen m the front of the house, never behind the scenes. He has men like (¡.mino for such purpos­es. (¡.mino (played brilliantly by Bob Steele) is the classic era-based, business handling gangster figure that men like Mars employ to han­dle their dirty work, (¡anino’s role is so realistic, (¡.mmo and Steele could be indistinguish.ibly niter-
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C O U R TK SY P H O TOReal-life love interests Humphrey Bogart and I.auren Bacall, with Martha Vickers, play lead characters in the classic “The Big Sleep.’
changeable. 1 larry Jones (played by Flisha (¡ook Jr.) is one of the few completely honest people in the whole film.Jones tries to help Marlowe but p.iys for it — with his life, (¡.mino poisons Jones before Marlowe can get to him and discover the infor­mation Jones promised him. Although Jones’ role is brief, one cannot help feeling Nome form of sympathy following his disturbing death.The film was based on the 1939 novel by author Raymond (¡handler, who garnered many novel and screenpkiy credits, and died while writing a Philip Marlowe novel in 19.39.Produced and directed by Howard Hawks, the film’s screen- pkay was written by William Faulkner, Jules Furthman and Leigh Brackett, and a brilliant dra­matic score by composer Max Steiner. “The Big Sleep” was dis­tributed by Warner Bros. Studios and premiered in August of 1946 in Los Angeles.The film never won an Academy Award during its era of release, nor was it even nominated for that matter. However, “The Big Sleep”
TRADITIONAE
received the 1997 National Film Registry Award from the National Film Preservation Board.As the film comes to its dramat­ic ending, with Marlowe manipu­lating Mars’ own men into killing him, Marlowe is able to pin Regan’s murder on Mars, thereby protecting Vivian’s sister (¡armen and the Sternwood family name.In fhat witty, just-this-side-of- naughty banter that pLiys between Bogart’s and Bacall’s characters, Vivian tells Marlowe: “You’ve for­gotten one thing.” Marlowe looks at her with a questuming glance as she adds: “Me.”As Marlowe pulls Vivian to him, he asks her, “What’s wrong with you?”Vivian looks at him with that steamy, sultry glance made for lovers and says,“Nothing you can’t fix.”The film comes full circle here, as the camera catches two hands placing half-smoked cigarettes into the same crystal ashtray, suggesting that something heated has just taken place between Marlowe and Vivian. Something both have wait­ed patiently for throughout the entire sordid affair.
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‘B ay to Breakers’ is 
the w ay to m y heart
M u s t a n g  D a i l ySPOTUGHT I www.mustan3daiiy.com
The M u sin g  D aily presents: 
‘Idiot Box* summer forecast
Allc Bezdikian is a jourtialisni settlor. Her column cooers iverythittii pop culture.
pop tarttiy AlrxrinrJta lif/diHian
If there were three perfect words in the English language to describe the awesoineness that was Bay to Breakers this past week­end, those words would be: C')h, sweet Jesus. Never in my life have 1 seen so many naked bodies, so many keg- stands in a public place, or so many costumes that would basically classify as borderline genius. If I didn’t know any better, I would dare say glorious hedonistic debauchery, but I won’t because we all know those days died with the Komans.Not only was this weekend pure and unadulterated gocxl times, and make no mistake about it, good tunes 
I t  was, but I t  was also a time for mel­low, intellectual conversation amongst old friends. I jest. Cxuiversations I hail with old friends, but mellow they wea* not. In fact, I didn’t really hear much of anything besides for the ambient stream of drunken screams and misinterpreted moans.So what made this weekend so much freaking fun? I tell. Keason No.1; the B.iy to Breakers footrace is held in what is basically the best cits’ in the world, and I s;iy this without bias or personal conviction in any w.iy; .San Francisco, enough said.Keason No. 2: watching the salmon sp.iwti swim upstream. I shall explain for those of you who have no idea what I’m talking about and aa* confused as hell. As any major event warrants, the Bay to Baakers is a race that baeds tradition. Let’s see, th ea’s the tradition of throwing tortillas in the air at the start of the race, the tra­dition of getting blacked out befonr 10 in the morning, and then there’s the salmon. Every year, a group of ingenious citizens get together, drevs up as salmon and ... you guessed it, swim upstream against the heavy cur­rent that is the rest of the human pop­ulation trying to reach the finish line.
C^bviously who ever thought of this par­ticular costume idea was awesome and should be congratu­lated with a ribbon.You thought the salmon was enough, huh? Keason No. 3 why the Bay to Breakers equals good times: interest­ing historic origins. As any longstand­ing tradition must have, the Bay to Breakers definitely has some interest­ing history. Noted as being the longest consecutively running footrace in the world, the Bay to Breakers started in 1912 as a way to lift city spirits after the devastating San Francisco earthquake in 19(t6. I'alk about an easy and perfect w.iy to turn a horrific situation into a w.iy to generate public benefit.One can see that for all these rea­sons listed above 1 had one of the best weekends of my life. 1 got to enjoy San Francisco and salmon spawn and pondered a piece of C California histo­ry that is just a cool fact to bust out at parties. Not to mention I sported a kick-ass chain gang costume with fif­teen of the aiolest people on earth. So for those of you who feel they missed out on this year's festivities. I’m here to s.iy that there’s alw.iys next year. Because make no mistake, next year will be just .is .iwesome.
Angel Pacheco
M U S TAN O  OAll.Y
UV radiation, mosquitoes that spread West Nile virus and people who talk way too loudly into their cell phones; there is now enough annoying crap outside to make the outdoors officially suck. But hey, it’s cool because there’ll be enough new TV shows and returning series on this summer to entertain students indoors until they’re once again bat­tling for a parking spot on the first d.iy of fall quarter.Fox’s “Hell’s Kitchen” will be cooking up its third season which starts June 4. CCooks compete for a chance to become the ow’iier of a restaurant or one of its head chefs by cooking for guests at the show’s restaurant in Los Angeles. This is all done while British chef Gordon Kanis.iy barks out orders, points out everv’ misstep, reminds contestants how worthless they are and drops plenty of F-bombs.C'ontestants aren’t always well - experienced, so there are lots of mishaps like undercooked dishes, ('ustomers also get in on the act like one woman who started knocking over prepared dishes after K.imsay commented on her large breasts. At the end of the night. Kams.iy evalu­ates the performances .ind chooses a
contestant that must leave “Hell’s Kitchen.”Nutrition senior Matt Falstreau said that the show’s appeal lies in “the British antago­nism” that Kamsay offers.NBG is pushing its “American Idol” wannabe “America’s (iot Talent” out on stage June .3 for an encore with new host Jerry Springer, who is replacing Kegis Philbin from last season. Kather than throwing furniture and revealing bizarre love triangles like on Springer’s otlier show, contestants will per­form in amateur .icts
see Idiot Box, page 8
i:ouRrFSY moroInfamous talk show host Jerry Springer will replace Regis Philbin as host of the new Star Search-esque show “Americas Got Talent.”
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Need a
summer class?
Are the Cal Poly classes you need full or not 
offered this summer? Take an online course from 
Allan Hancock College and pay just $20 a unit!
Complete general ed., support, and major classes at 
Allan Hancock College. Hundreds of Hancock courses fulfill 
your Cal Poly lower division graduation requirements.
Examples of online classes 
available this summer
Cal Poly Course AHC Equivalent
ANT250(CPGEB2)............................ANTHR0101
ARTllKCPGECS) ................................. ART 101
CHEM110(CPGEB3) ...........................  CHEM 110
EC0N201............................... BUS 121/ECON 121
ECON 221............................................. ECON 102
ECON 222 ..........  ECON 101
ES114(CPUS/Pluralism).................................ECS 116
ENGL134(CPGEA1)...................................ENGL 101
GEOG150(CPGE D3)...................................GEOG 102
KINE250(CPGED4)............................... H ED 100
MATH118{CPGEB1) .............................MATH 131
PHIL 126 (CP GE A3).................................. PHILOS 114
PSY 201 OR 202 (CP GE 04)............................PSYCH 101
STAT 217,218,221 OR 251 (CP GE B1).................. MATH 123
CPGEA3.............................................. ENGL 102
(Not for ertgineering studenti)
CPGEA3.............................................. ENGL 103
(Not h r  engineering studenti)
For a complete list of Allan Hancock College summer 2007 
online and onsite courses, go to www.hancockcollege.edu 
and click on "University Programs."
Register online May 2>June 6,2007 
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The AHC summer session runs 
June 18-August 9,2007
ALLAN HANCCKIK COLLEGE
A California public community college
800 South College Drive, Santa Maria 
Toll-free 1 -866-DIAL AHC (342-5242) ext. 3003
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Idiot Box
continued from  page 7
that can vary from athletic demon­strations to singing for a chance at the top prize of $1 million. C'ontestants start out by pert'orming for the judges — “Haywatch” legend David Hasselhoff, former “The (Osbournes” star Sharon Osbourne, and resident picky British judge Piers Morgan — and if successful, eventually move on to a call-in vote from viewers to go on to the finals.Psychology sophomore Sophie Sheridan said she is looking forward to the performances.“It is entertaining to see people make a.sses of themselves,” she said.SCI FI Channel’s “Ghost Hunters” will be back on the case on June 6 for seven more episodes of the ghostly reality series’ third season. Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson from the Atlantic Paranormal Society, a para­normal-investigation group ba,sed out of Rhode Island, will be on the scene at reportedly haunted locations.The two will use high-tech gadgets like night-vision cameras to confirm or debunk the sightings. While their captured footage is not always too impressive, they do make some odd sightings. For example, they captured eerie infrared footage of a human fig­ure at the Crescent Hotel in Eureka Springs, Ark.
Environmental management sophomore Renee Costamaillere said she is looking forward to the show’s return because although it is a reality show, it does not rely on overly dra­matic characters.HBO’s comedy “Entourage” will start its fourth and final season June 17, which is just weeks after the third season ends on June 3. The show, which is based on the experiences of executive producer Mark Wihlberg, follows the life of the young, popular actorVincent Chase (Adrian (irenier) and his entourage.Chase’s crew is made up of friends from his native Queens, New York City — best friend Eric “E” Murphy (Kevin Connolly), half brother Johnny “Drama” Chase (Kevin Dillon), and good friend Turde (jerry Ferrara). Chase has all of the benefits of being a high-class actor — like cars, money and women — all of which he shares with his friends.One of Sheridan’s favorite parts of “Entourage” is Cha.se’s former man­ager Ari Gold (jeremy Piven). Gold is known for being a sarcastic character with a short temper. For example, in an episode where Gold gets fired from the talent agency he works for, he tells a full office that he will start his own company that will “burn this mother-f—king place to the ground.”USA Network will bring back “Psych,” dubbed by the station as a “fake, psychic-detecrive series,” on
C O U R TESY P H O T O
The hilarious cast of the hit show “Entourage,” which is based on the experiences of executive producer Mark Wahlberg, struts its stuff.
July 13. “Psych” stars Shawn Spencer (James Roday), a crime-solving slack­er who can memorize the details of his surroundings and read body behavior. In season one, Spencer got stuck working as a “psychic” for a police department after he solved a crime using his unique abilities. The police became convinced that Spencer was involved since he knew so much, but he was able to convince them that he is a psychic, which leads to his position.While it may not sound too differ­ent from USA’s other detective-style show “Monk,” Roday adds to the show with his charisma and acting style.“The premise isn’t that fimny, but
(Roday’s) facial expressions are,” edu­cation graduate student Jay Greene said.Speaking of“Monk,” the series will return on the same day as “Psych” for its sixth season. The series follows Adrian Monk, (Tony Shalhoub), a police consultant with obsessive com­pulsive disorder. Monk has fears of several thing? like germs, and he is often joined by his assistant Natalie Teeger (Traylor Howard) on his trav­els. Monk’s disorder allows him to notice tiny details in crime scenes that he uses to reconstruct what hap­pened.Nutrition sophomore Lauren Bernardo said she is looking forward to “Monk” because he is not a stereo­
typical, hardboiled detective. For example, in one episode he goes to a hospital for a nosebleed.SCIFI Channel will be calling on its superhero reality series “Who Wants to be a Superhero,” hosted by comic book god Stan Lee. C'ontestants take the role of their original superheroes — spandex and all — to compete for a chance to have their character star in a SCIFI original nuwie and a comic book written by Stan Lee. The heroes complete challenges like helping lost children and saving damsels trapped on rooftops.At the end of the day, Lee judges whether contestants acted heroically and decides who must turn in their cape. Some notable characters from last season include Fat Momma, a woman who can grow five times her normal size and gains energy from doughnuts, and season one winner Feedback, who can absorb the abili­ties of video game characters.Electrical engineering freshman Eric Escudero said the characters can be overdramatic at times, but he is still looking forward to the show because Lee is involved.If that’s not enough, there are other shows set to launch; FX chan­nel’s firefighter drama “Rescue Me” will be on the scene on June 12, and the comedy “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia” returns in late summer; Shaquille O ’Neal will teach some obese children the joys of a healthy lifestyle in “Shaq’s Big Fat Challenge” starting June 26 on ABC; and SCIFI will be airing new episodes of the BBC’s time-traveling series “Doctor Who” in July.
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DATING COLUMN
Cheating: in the €ye of the beholder
I have a confession to make: I cheated in this week’s col­umn.I don’t mean plagiarism (which is punishable by death for English majors). But 1 did borrow just a skosh of inspiration from “Sex and the City’’ to get this one going — specifically, from “The Cheating Curve” (season two, episode six).Not to make excuses or any­thing, but — the unstable (fiction­al) love lives of the “S&tC” charac­ters provide a gold mine of riveting material for C'arrie’s column. 1 fig­ured she could share the wealth and spare a little for mine.What’s the cheating curve? “The theory that someone’s defin­ition of cheating is in direct pro­portion to how much she herself wants to cheat” (from dating- columnist reference book “Sex and the City; Kiss and Tell”).That is, the extent to which you are prone to cheating on your sig­nificant other is directly related to what you consider to be cheating by your significant other.Let’s say you wouldn’t accuse your significant other of infidelity if he/she kissed someone else. According to the cheating curve, that makes you more likely to do the same thing, and kiss someone else.But kissing may not be a big deal for some people.Cheating curve theory says this: by saying it’s OK for your partner to do something generally consid­ered cheating — like sleeping with someone else — it indicates you’re also likely to sleep with someone else.O f course, sex may not be a big deal for some people. According to the cheating curve, there is a one- to-one ratio between one’s person­al ideas of limitations and freedom in a adationship and one’s own potential behavior.As a fictional theory pasposed by’ a character who isn’t exactly monogamous, I don’t know how much water it holds. But it brings up an intea*sting idea:Cheating is in the eye of the beholder.nefinitions of infidelity vary widely. Anything fri>m flirting to kissing to dancing to sex can be considered cheating by different people, depending on any number of demographic variables, from culture to age to gender.Self-help relationship “manuals” and CiQ/C'osmo magazine articles have popularized the notion that
¿ IV
there’s a difference between the genders on the subject of infidelity.According to psychological studies of heterosexual relation­ships, men become more upset when their partners are sexually unfaithful, and women become more upset when their partners are emotionally invested in someone else.Evolutionary psychology gives us a tidy, biological, offspring-cen­tered explanation.Women (and their kids) benefit from the protection and resources of a committed, long-term partner. C'ommitment is an emotional tie; thus, women are more wary of threats to the emotional bond between themselves and their part­ners.Men are more concerned about protecting their paternity. They want to make sure their resources aro benefiting their biological off­spring (and the persistence of their genes in the pool), and not some­one else’s.But human relationships can’t be reduced to evolutionary terms. Men can be just as upset about emotional infidelities as women can be about sexual ones (sorry’, but you can’t use the Darwin lingts for excuses). No science can tell you what is or isn’t considerod cheating if yiiu feel your relationship is lx*ing threatened.In a relationship, both parties must compromise on the defini­tions of the limitations and five- doms. It may sound contractual, but it’s up to you and your partner to establish the terms of your rela­tionship.If you feel that your partner has been unfaithful — or if you’ve both acknowledged for a fict that cheating took place — the only way to keep the relationship from going under is to address the issue.“Trust is key” is trite, but true. In the case of cheating, someone’s trust has been injured or lost. If
/ f f j  r ( H t /A o f i c /
rebuilding the relationship is even an option, trust must be repaired and restored — which means it will take some work.The larger, brooding, green- eyed monster under the issue of cheating is jealousy.A little good-natured jealousy can be healthy for a relationship (example: my obsession with Michael Bublé keeps my boyfriend on his toes). It can communicate to your partner that he/she is valuable to you, and that you want to keep him/her close.But there’s a roason why jeal­ousy is called a monster: too much of it has the potential to eat away at a relationship. Example: your boyfriend gets upset every’ time you have a conversation with another guy, even though you’ve tried'to assure him the guy’s just a friend.That kind of jealous insecurity’ can put the s.ime amount of strain (if not moro) on a relationship as cheating itself can. A healthy a*la- tionship is a site t>f security’ and commitment for both parties — and both parties must work to maintain that.hor all the inspiration and insight to be dniwn from “SAtG.” I’ll admit it is a limited resoua'e (but a fruitfiji one — six whole seasons of a*lationship-topic gixid- ness!).But we all get ideas about a*la- tu'iiships from lots of places: biKiks, TV shows, movies, and a*al-life nuxlels from the people in our lives. (So I guess I didn’t cheat, after all!)We borrow some ideas and dis­card others. In doing so, we see that in a'lationships, much is adative. What works in one may w’ork wonders in another — only the two people in it can say.
Sarah C^arlnm’l is an ¡ùtj(;lish ami psythoh^Y ‘ttul Mtisian^ Daily dalitiff columnist.
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Cal Polys bureaucracy 
stalls students
I am a supposedly graduating senior in good standing in the earth and soil sciences department. 1 was an exchange student for the 2006 acade­mic year in New Zealand, attending Massey University.Upon my return, 1 have been actively trying to have my grades entered into my official transcripts at Cal Poly. Massey University sent my official transcripts to the C'alifornia State University International Programs at the CSU headquarters in Long Beach and, in turn, CSU sent them to Cal Poly, which acknowl­edged that it received the records on Feb. 12.For the last three months, I have been waiting for these grades to be posted as part of my viewable, official Cal Poly transcripts. The 48 units I took at Massey have been approved by my department. But ('al Poly has no record of those classes and grades, according to its computer files! Officials in Records told me 1 had to investigate where they are.This is UNACCEPTABLE B.S.! As a disabled student, my frinds are very limited in regards to paying for Cal Poly’s administrative failures. People tell me the administration is understaffed. If it can’t afford paying a full staff to serve the students, whs- are there so many construction w’tirk- ers on campus? Please, 1 know the obvious answer, but isn’t the adminis­tration’s first priority to serve the stu­dents and their mode of payment whether it is by parents who supply room, board, tuition, books and park­ing fees or by independent grants and scholarships?I have been fed the lame rationale of how I can still “walk” this fall when I graduate without my diploma. Big deal! Emplov’ers do not caro if one is capable of walking while wearing a robe and a square hat.I know I am not the only student being put on hold because of this inexcusable backlog of record data being lost, misplaced or gathering deadiction dust. Please, if this has happened to you, tell the administra­tion in any way you deem fit about its lack of concern for the student bcxiy’s ability to be hired due to a nonprofit accounting bottom line which favors expansion rather than serving the pa-sent customers.
Will Rasanenliarth and soil sciences senior
JAMES GLEN M U.STANC O A IIY
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continued from  page 12 
Stockalper himself played his fresh­man year before transferring to MiraCosta College and then Cal Poly m 2()04-()5 (a medical redshirt season).Now at the end of a collegiate career that ranks among the best in school history, Stockalper is excited to embark on a new journey, even if unsure of exactly how it will turn out.“1 have to get a real job for a lit­tle bit,” he said. “1 want to start some sort of job and see what hap­pens from there. You can develop opportunities playing over there also.”The first major test for the Swiss National Team this summer will come when it plays a scrimmage in Switzerland against the French National Team, which features
NBA stars Tony Parker, Boris Diaw and Mickael Pietrus.“That will be interesting,” Stockalper said.As for long-term plans, Stockalper said he hopes to find a spot playing professionally in Italy. That was the route taken by Sefolosha, who starred for Angelico Biella in Italy’s top pro league in 2()()5-06 before being chosen with the 13th overall pick in the 2006 NBA Draft.“1 want to start in Switzerland and play there for a couple years, hear what kind of comes up out of that,” he said. “Who knows from there? Eventually, 1 would like to get in the Italian League. I went over there and saw a couple games. Those guys are pretty serious.”The NBA is becoming more serious about international players. An all-time league record 83 inter­national players were on NBA ros­
ters at the start of the regular sea­son last November, including even­tual league MVP Dirk Nowitzki (Germany), first- and second-team All-NBA picks Steve Nash (Canada),Tim Duncan (U.S.Virgin Islands) and Yao Ming (China) and last year’s No. 1 overall draft choice, Andrea Bargnani (Italy).Much of the globalization of the game is credited to the legendary 1992 Dream Team, which took the Gold Medal in dominating fashion and sparked interest in the game worldwide in the process.“The competition over there is getting better and better,” Stockalper said of overseas leagues. “A lot of teams over there could compete in the NBA pretty well. There are guys over there who go to basketball school instead of high school. It becomes part of their culture. People over there are get­ting a head start.”
Bella Montaña Faculty & Staff Homes
Open ForumFriday, June P' at 11:00, Philips Hall at the PACThe Cal Poly Housing Corporation is hosting an Open Forum for all Cal Poly faculty and staff interested in learning more about the Bella Montana condominiums. The forum will include information about the project's features, benefits, ground sublease terms, special financing, and a question-and-answer session.
Open HouseSaturday, June 2nd from 10:00 to 1:00In addition to the model home being open, this will be the first opportunity to tour the new-floor plans being released in Phase 2. Our new 2-bedroom / 2 '/z bath homes have balconies with beautiful views of the surrounding mountains. Our new 3-bedroom / 3 bath homes have private patios and fully-fenced backyards.
For more information about Bella Montana, please visit www.BellaMontanaHomes.com or call 756-1131.
graduation center
Now O p e n
• C a p s  a n d  G o w n s
• G r a d u a t io n  T ic k e t s
• S t o le  o f  G r a t it u d e
• Ho n o r  C o r d s
LOCATED ON THE COURSEW ARE SALESFLOOR
MONDAY - FRIDAY
9am - 4pm El Corral BookstoreA  N O N P R O H T  O R G AN IZA T IO N  SKRVINCi C a I. Po LY S IN ce  1933
W W W . elcorralbookstore. cam
Stockalper also said the experi­ence had by American teenagers playing in Amateur Athletic Union events differs from those overseas.“Personally, over here (when) you’re getting hooked up with AAU teams, you don’t really work on your skills,” he said. “ It’s just going around being evaluated by college coaches. It’s more just play­ing. Those guys over there are putting up 500 jump shots (per day).”
For the record, Stockalper put up 291 shots as a senior, finishing third among all Big West players in field-goal percentage.Along with forwards Tyler McGinn and joe Henry, Stockalper is part of a small senior class that could have set the table for even more of a breakout year for the Mustangs in 2007-08.“ I had great teammates and I’m looking forward to seeing what they can do next year,” Stockalper said.
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STI scrM nIng A treatment
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As blank ChiSox 4-0, Angels lose 8-7 at Tigers; L A  soil leads by 4 1/2 games
a s s c k ; i a t e i )  p r e s s
CHICAGO — Chad Gaudin threw seven-plus scoreless innings, Hiram Bocachica hit his first home run in almost three seasons and the Oakland Athletics beat the Chicago White Sox 4-0 on Wednesday night.Gaudin (4-1) retired 16 straight from the second to the seventh, and won his second straight start to help
the As end a three-game losing streak and avoid a series sweep by the White Sox. He gave up five hits and struck out four in 7 1/3 innings, walking one.Gaudin didn’t allow a hit from the second until the eighth when A.J. Pierzynski’s bloop single dropped past third base with one out. Juan Uribe followed with a hard-hit sin­gle to center and Rob Mackowiak
nearly took Gaudin deep, but his hit bounced off Nick Swisher’s glove at the right-field wall, loading the bases and ending Gaudin’s night. Jay Marshall got a force out at home and a ground out to end the threat.Alan Embree pitched a perfect ninth for Oakland.The White Sox had scored 28 runs over a three-game winning streak, but couldn’t get much going
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Across
1 Cleans up
6 Feminine name 
ending
10 Zodiac symbol
14 Two cents
15 David___. Cole
Porter
biographer
16 Solo piece
17 Scoping out
19 Channel with the 
show "dosing 
Bell"
20 Fee for tugboat 
services
21 Mrs. Addams, to 
Gomez
23 Scrapes (out)
24 Like some shoes
30 Rubbed raw
31 Glasgow 
negatives
32 Pnnce Valiant's 
wife
33 City 15 miles SE 
of Rome
35 Pricey wheels
36 Popular cable 
network ... or a 
hint to 17-, 24-, 
47- and 56- 
Across
40 “Now it___tokj"
41 Departments
42 Actor/brother 
Sean or 
Mackenzie
43 The witches in 
“Macbeth." e.g.
44 Edwards, e g.: 
Abbr
47 They’re shown 
by open ovals
49 Org. with an 
amicus brief in 
Brown v. Board 
of Education
50 Modern locale of 
ancient 
Persepolis
51 Fouled up
53 Pitcher Gagné
56 Severe
punishment for a 
priest
59___Pahlavi.
former shah
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13
18
22
27
Neighbor of Hi 
and Lois 
Worked up 
Jump with a 
twist
Paralegal, for 
one: Abbr.
Beat (out)
Down
The less you 
see of this 
person the better 
Free, in a way 
Like lava 
Tornado clouds 
One way to go 
to a party 
It may be 
smoked
___-night
doubleheader
Decimal
divisions
Hospital
procedure, for
short
Single-minded
people?
Spigot holder 
Ad add-on 
___du
Flambeau. Wis. 
Russian writer 
Andreyev 
Mississippi town 
in “In the Heat of 
the Night"
A  bit dirty 
Carrier of leaves 
for a dining 
table?
Paris's Place
___Concorde
“___never fly!"
___in Charlie
Kind of cord
14
121
40
Ï T
47
11 TT"
I
22
135
4«
S3 55
59
62 J
156
26 2»
57
45 46
■52
1
Puzzt* by Jim
34 Target MTV 
viewer
36 Some bills
37 Aware of
38 Lake Indian
39 Kansas’ ___
River
40 Harsh cry 
43 Copier needs
44 Sore
45 Strip off, as skin
46 Moved a bit
48 Gymnast 
Comaneci
49 Set a price of
52___de
naissance 
(French birth 
certificate)
53 Tom Seaver s 
2.86. e g.
54 Mardi Gras 
figure
55 Suffix with 
capital
57 Most NPR 
stations
58 No-goodnik
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
CTedit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years. 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39 95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes com/learning/xwords
against Gaudin until late in the game.Jon Ciarland (3-3) gave up four runs in 6 1/3 innings. He gave up 10 hits, walked one and struck out four. He had won three straight starts.
Tigers 8, Angels 7DETROIT — The Detroit Tigers will take the old Magglio Ordonez anytime.Ordonez had his 20th two-homer game and Detroit held on for an 8- 7 win over the Angels on Wednesday night, snapping Los Angeles’ six- game winning streak.Carlos Guillen and Curtis Granderson also homered for Detroit. Granderson drove in three runs, Plácido Polanco drove in two and Ivan Rodriguez was 3 for 4.
Ordonez is now hitting .345 with 12 home runs and 42 RBI, among the league leaders in all three cate­gories. He appears to back to his form of 1999-2(K)3, when he aver­aged 32 home runs and 118 RBI, and batted well over .300 for the Chicago White Sox.He’s suffered through knee and hernia injuries since those All-Star seasons. And though he had 24 homers, 104 RBI and hit .298 last season, his second in Detroit, Ordonez still wasn’t the force he had once been.But he has been again this season.“I’m feeling good,’’ Ordonez said. “I’m seeing the ball really well and being very patient with my pitches. I’m using the whole field again and not just pulling the ball.’’
Johnny
continued from  page 12 
rectly, you guys had a Heisman Trophy-winning running back who helped lead you to multiple national titles and put you back on the map. I think his name was Reggie Bush. I
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am also pretty sure there was a play­er whose parents got a brand new home, jobs and were also flown to important away games. Again, don’t quote me on this, but I think that player’s name was also Reggie Bush. Coincidence? No, couldn’t be.Being in Los Angeles, the largest market in the country, your cash value to the NCAA is as high as it gets. You’re untouchable because of this reason, but don’t think out­siders don’t take notice.I’m pretty sure Kobe Bryant had a little incident in Colorado a few years back that involved some cheating. Now he’s a hero and everyone has forgotten about the little incident.Here’s my point — I have heard enough from San Diego and L.A. when in all reality, they’re no better.So next time you want to rip on Bonds, please take a look in the mirror.
$11 HAIRCUTS
Tues-Thur 7am6pm 
FrE«at 8:30am6prr
Mark Roetker 
805.543.9744
1261 Laurel Lane
San Lias Obispo, CA 93401
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
Job Work Help Wanted 
W holesale/Retail com pany is 
offering an assistant manager 
position as full tim e. Small office 
and great work environment. 
Flexible hours, order taking and 
processing. Some product 
production work. Quick Books, 
Office, and Photoshop experience 
a plus. Call the number below 
or e-mail resume to 
Contactus@Aquaworld.net 
(805) 545-5817
Modeling Opportunities 
in Art, beauty, and Swimwear. 
See davidschoen.com and e-mail 
or call (805) 471-0875.
Innkeeper needed B&B looking 
for friendly, responsible person 
to work front desk/reception. 
Morning shifts. 545-9802
Sales —  A local jewelry store is 
hiring for F/T or P/T. Applicants 
m ust be reliable and highly 
motivated. APPLY IN PERSON! 
Bring resume to All That Glitters 
in the Madonna Plaza.
HELP WANTED
Engineering interns 
The C ity of Novato Public Works 
Department is recruiting 
2 Engineering interns to work this 
sum m er in the Engineering 
Division. One position will be in 
Private Projects/Engineering and 
the other in Capital Improvement 
Projects. These positions are 
suitable for students with a 
background/experience in Civil 
Engineering and/or com puters. 
$12.35/hour. Requires City of 
Novato Application, available at 
www.ci.novato.ca.us Applications 
Accepted Until: June 2, 2007 
For futher information, contact 
415.899.8962 or 
pvaldivi@ci.novato.ca.us
The Mustang bally is looking for 
a new Classifieds Ad Manager
Must be responsible, 
organized, and enjoy working with 
people. Part-time, flexible hours! 
Contact Paul or Jackie at 
(805) 756-1143 or inquire at 
Graphic Arts Bldg 26 Rm. 226
Place your Ad! 756-1143
RENTAL HOUSING
Summer Sublease $950 OBO 
2 Bed 1 Bath Apartm ent
on Foothill. No pets or smoking. 
C lose to Poly -f Foothill Plaza 
Call Jackie (408) 821-6253
5 Bdrm 3.5 Bath House 
Excellent location near campus 
$2,800/m onth (310) 373-7999
$389/mo. Shared bdrm in 2 Bed 
1.5 Bath in Mustang Village. 
Please contact (650) 291-6715
HOMES FOR SALE
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate 
(805) 546-1990 or e-mail 
steve@ slohom es.com
House on Acreage available 
8/15/07-6/15/08 4 BR/2 Bath 
$2650- Horses and dogs OK - 
10-minutes to cam pus and near 
the beach and bike trail- 550-1206
5 Bdrm house for sale + 2.5 acres
... includes BARN & Corral
6  Mini-Vineyard. C lose to Cal Poly.
$675,000 (805) 441-6908
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Progressive Students Alliance 
and Raise the Respect present 
‘‘The Corporation" film screening 
Thursday, May 24 
Philips Hall. 6-8 p.m.
Free guides to ethical shopping!
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
YOGA AT THE SLO VETS HALL 
June 4 - August 6 Mondays & 
Wednesdays Beg: 5:15 p.m. Cont: 
6:30 p.m. Students $5 Info: 
772-3560
SHOUT OUTS!
Every Thursday, FREE! Submit it 
by Tuesday to run on Thurs! 
Call Jackie 756-1143
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN 
THE DAILY NOW!! 756-1143
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Am anda’s Ford Keys 
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
REWARD: Lost Tl 89 Calculator 
Call Joe at (805) 234-3934
LOST Samsung phone SGH-T629 
Contact Andre; (626) 241-0523
FOUND W om an’s watch near 
Foothill Blvd. Call (916) 214-5090
LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with 
heart. Please call 705-6090
LOST brown, leather trifold wallet 
in business bldg. (831) 325-1562
FOUND Bluetooth headset in 
library. Call (916) 616-7434
REWARD for LOST Cannon Camera 
Contact Megan: (831) 521-5770
LOST iPod Nano, white, 4G 
Contact (916) 705-0564
FOUND BMX Bike, Call with 
description (858) 442-6004
Not listed? Check Lost and Found 
at Bldg. 70 or Call 756-7469
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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Poly baseball team  set for 
rivalry series
The Mustangs will try to improve on their 83-104 
record against UC Santa 
Barbara in a historic series that dates back to 1942.
S I'O R IS  IN fO K M A M O N  k l  l 'O R T
The C'al I’oly baseball team, wliieh moved five games above the ..SOO mark for the first time this sea­son following last weekends series win over C^ al State Fullerton, wraps up its 2007 regular season this weekend by visiting UC. Santa Barbara for a three-game series at C'aesar Uyesaka Stadium.The fourth-place Mustangs (29- 24, 10-S Big West (Conference) lead the fifth-place Gauchos (23-28,9-9) by one game in the Big West stand­ings heading into the final weekend of play. (Cal l\)ly has clinched its fourth straight winning season, needs one more win to reach the 30-win plateau for the sixth time in eight years and has finished fourth or higher in the Big West in each of the last three seasons.The Mustangs have played in spurts this season and are still trying to post back-to-back winning months for the first time. They lost their first five games of the 2(K)7 season, then won 10 of 12 games before Loyola Marymount slowed their momentum with a sweep in Baggett Stadium. (Cal Poly went on to open Big West play with a 7-2 start, but the Mustangs lost two of three games to UCC Riverside and were swept by Long Beach State three weeks ago to fall off the pace.La.st weekend, (Cal Poly won a series against (Cal State Fullerton for the first time in 34 years. The Mustangs rallied tfom a 3-0 deficit to win Friday s contest 6-3, dropped the middle game 7-1 and scored three unearned runs in the second inning Sunday en route to a 3-1 victory.UCSB returned 20 lettermen, including six position starters and nine pitchers, off a team that went 26-28 a year ago and finished tied for fifth in the Big West. The Gauchos have qualified for the NCAA regionals eight times, advancing beyond the first round of play only once in 1972. The last regional appearance for UCSB was in 2(K)1.The (iauchos lost six straight midway through the season to fall to 11-17, but won 10 of their next 15, including two wins at Cal State Fullerton on May 5-6. UCSB was swept by Long Beach State the fol­lowing weekend and has lost five of its last seven. The Gauchos beat UC Davis twice in a three-game series last weekend.UCSB owns a 104-83 advantage in its series with Cal Poly, though the Mustangs and Gauchos are dead even at 29-29 since Cal Poly moved to Division I in 1995. The two teams split six games a year ago — Cal Poly taking the season-ending Big West series two games to one at Baggett Stadium and UCSB win­ning two of three nonconference games at Caesar Uyesaka Stadium.
Stockalper to play for 
Swiss National Team
Derek Stockalper finished his 
Cal Poly career 10th all-time in 
the programs 65-year history 
in field-goal percentage (.507).
Tristan Aird
M USTANC; D A IIY
O n the list of 1 )ivision I men’s basketball field- goal percentage leaders for 2006-07, only five of the top 50 spots are held by players 6 feet, 5 inches or shorter.And there he is less than four- tenths of a percentage point off that list — 6-foot-5 (.al Poly senior swingman Derek Stockalper. With skills tailor-made for the international game, Stockalper will now have the chance to make a name for himself overseas. He will leave in July for Switzerland, where he will play for the Swiss National Team alongside ('hicago Bulls rookie Thabo Sefolosha and others.“ I’m kind of a European-type player anyway,” Stockalper said Tuesday in a phone interview from his home in San Diego. “Their skills are really good. I’d say I fit.”It would certainly seem so, con­sidering Stockalper shot .540 from the field this past season, including a .496 mark from 3-point range. He led the Mustangs in points (14.4) and rebounds (7.0) per game as a senior, adding 2.2 assists 
111 30.9 minutes.Stockalper, who was born in Vevey, Switzerland, on March 4, 1984, keyed a resurgent campaign for Cal Poly this past year. The Mustangs (19-11) earned their most wins in a season since mov­ing to the Division I level in 1994- 95, posted their best Big West Conference winning percentage ever (.643), had their best record and most wins overall since going 19-9 in 1991-92, went 12-2 at home and won 13 of their final 16 games.If Cal Poly could have held on
■'.*9
♦
à  ' *
BRENNAN ANGEL FILE P H O TOCal Poly senior swingman Derek Stockalper drives to the hoop during the Mustangs’ 89-80 Big West Conference win over visiting UC Irvine on Feb. 10 in Mott Gym. He had 15 points and 11 rebounds.
to its lead with less than 13 min­utes to play in the Big West tour­ney title game, it would have reached the NCAA Tournament.“ I’m real proud of how our team ended up,” Stockalper said.“ I thought we started to play well toward the end of the season. It’s a shame we couldn’t get that going in the start. You can’t wish for everything. I’m glad I could make my mark there at Cal Poly. I’m glad I played for (head) coach (Kevin) Bromley. I’ll be speaking with him for the rest of my life.”
Stockalper, who is currently working out in San Diego “getting ready to go,” has already graduated with a degree in history.The two-time first-team All- Big West pick headed overseas for about two weeks after Cal Poly’s season ended March 10 to practice and meet the Swiss National Team’s head coach, Manu Schmitt. Stockalpers brother Doug played professionally in Switzerland after a collegiate career at the University of San Diego, where
see Stockalper, page 10
A t 36, Selanne gets 1st shot at Stanley Cup
Anaheim opens the Stanley 
Cup Finals at home Monday night against Ottawa.
Ken Peters
AS SC X:iATEO  PRESS
ANAHEIM — The Ducks’ Teemu Selanne was quite fright­ened in the closing moments against Detroit, and quite emo­tional afterward.Anaheim withstood a late surge by the Red Wings, so Selanne — who turns 37 in July — will play in the Stanley Cup Finals for the first time.Shortly after Anaheim’s 4-3 win in Game 6 of the Western Conference Finals, Selanne stood
amid the hubbub in the locker room, his freshly minted T-shirt and hat proclaiming that the Ducks were playing for the Stanley Cup.“This is a special moment for me,” he said, smiling but a bit choked up. “I’ve been watching the finals on TV so many times, it’s great to finally be able to play in them. Wow, what a thrill.”The Ducks, who wrapped up their series against Detroit on Tuesday night, will begin the league championship round against the Ottawa Senators on Monday night in Anaheim. Game 2 is also at the Honda Center on Wednesday night before the series shifts to Ottawa for two games.
His career rejuvenated after he underwent knee surgery in 2004 and the Ducks brought him back to Anaheim in August 2005, Selanne was the team’s leading scorer with 48 goals and 46 assists during the regular season.It was his most productive sea­son since he had 107 points in 1998-99, during his first stint in Anaheim.The Ducks won three straight over the Red Wings after losing two of the first three, and Selanne was a major contributor in those games. The “Finnish Flash” had four assists and two goals, includ­ing the winner in a 2-1 overtime victory in Game 5 that turned the series in the Ducks’ favor.
in
Lay o ff Barry!
John Middlekaufif
SPEC IAL  T O  T H E  M U S T A N C  D A IIY
If there is one thing I am tired of around this campus, it has to be the hypocritical sports tans.As Barry Bonds conies closer to breaking the most sacred record in all of sports, the debate will rage on about his steroid use, and well it should. By no means do I deny the fiict that he broke the rules (impor­tant side note: Bonds has never test­ed positive for steroids), or for that matter that he is not a very good person.But Bonds is a Giant, and there­fore I must stand by his side on that aspect alone.While Bonds might be a cheater and a fraud, he is no different from the players that play for your teams throughout this great state. The state of California is full of cheaters, my friends, and I’m here to break it down for you.Let me start with San Diego fans. If I remember correctly, Shawne “Lights Out, Needles In” Merrinian tested positive for steroids and was suspended for four games this past season. Did you guys read that correctly? He tested POSITIVE F(3R STEROIDS! I remember w'hen Bonds rolled into San Diego two years ago and was forced to dodge projectile needles from the stands. Classy move.Maybe next time the Chargers come up to San Francisco, we won’t need to throw needles at Merriman.We can just walk up and inject him. He probably would appreciate the free juice and high- five the fan. Merriman is a physical freak, an All-Pro, and maybe the most dominant defensive player we have seen in years. (3h yeah, he also uses steroids.Let me go up the freeway a little bit to Los Angeles. I could start with the Dodgers and that roid- monkey known as Eric Gagne. Don’t forget. Dodger fans, this man was doing things no man had ever done before, like Bonds, and then he just broke down. Gagne was as guilty as the rest of them. Like Bonds, it’s all speculation. Everyone throws 100 mph for two years and then struggles to hit 90, right?While I am still in this city, I have a bone to pick with you Trojans fan. While Pete Carroll may charm you with his smile and boyish looks, don’t think for a second it’s fooling anyone. If Bonds is a fraud, you’d better believe USC’s in the mix too.If my memory serves me cor- see Johnny, page 11
